MIND MASTERS
TO-GO HINT DOCUMENTS
-Mystery on the Mary CelestialEACH PUZZLE HAS THEIR OWN PAGE.

Robot in Lobby with Suitcases.
1. This puzzle will require the circuit panel and the circuitry parts.
2. Each prong needs to connect to a stud.
3.None of the computer parts need to be upside down.
4. Try working backwards.
5. It might make it easier if you cut out the circuit parts.

Incident Report.
1. This puzzle will require the Napkin with Foreign Symbols and the QR Readout from FULLY
SOLVING the Robot in Lobby with Suitcase puzzle.
2. Be sure to translate the entire note. (Screen shots will help)
3. Those paired numbers are paired for a reason and will only apply to the note on the napkin.
4. Consider them as coordinates. The first number indicates a specific thing, and the second
highlights a specific part of that first thing.
5. Once you have extracted the letters from the message using the “Word, then Letter” metric you
will have to rearrange them to form a word.

Navigation Terminal.
1. This puzzle will require the Cosmospolitan Magazine Spread, Navigation terminal the Local
Planet Map and the QR Readout from FULLY SOLVING the Incident Report Puzzle.
2. Be sure to read everything thoroughly.
3.Look at the navigation card and note there are 5 sets of coordinates.
4. Make sure to read the entries for each stop very carefully against the list of candidates. Even
the smallest piece may be helpful.
5. Make sure you have the correct order of the planets they visited relative to the note.

Dining Room with Chairs.
1. This puzzle will require the Guest List, Dining Room Menu, and the Dining Room Photo.
2. Make sure you can associate the menu with dishes on the table.
3. Note that certain guests are allergic to certain ingredients on the menu.
4. Keep an eye on what table you are dealing with.
5. Guests will not order food they are allergic to.

Card Readout/Deal-bot display.
1. This puzzle will require the Casino Memo and the Card Readout/ Deal-bot Display.
2. Work out the way in which the cards change on the Casino Memo.
3. Consider working backwards. The robot displays what it saw so you will have to work out what they
were based on the example on the Casino Memo.
4. The suit change and the card number change are uniform.

Safe
1. This puzzle will require the QR Readouts from solving the Dining Room with Chairs, Card
Readout/Deal-bot display and Navigation Terminal.
2. Those symbols on the QR Readouts should be familiar, have you seen them all else where?
3. You will need to translate the accompanying symbols from the translation chart
4. The three QR Readouts from the 3 puzzles are part of a whole message.
5. Try putting the three documents in a way that will make the collective message coherent.
6. There are 9 symbols to look for on past QR Readouts. ( check the Circuit Panel, Robot
in Lobby with Suitcases, Dining Room Menu, Guest Lists, Cosmospolitan Magazine
Spread, Local Planet Map, Incident Report, and Pit Boss Memo.

ANSWERS.
Disclaimer

Beyond This Point are the Answer to the Puzzles for this Mission. We
recommend you try to solve the puzzles on your own, and use the
accompanying hints.

Highlight next to corresponding puzzle and change the highlight color from black, for answers on the
puzzle you are wanting to know the answer to,
Robot in Lobby with Suitcases.
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Incident Report. grease
Navigation Terminal:

[ h14m13b6e18e6]

Dining Room with Chairs:
Card readout. Deal-bot display:
Safe:

[7115321368]
[ 7c8c9s10hjd]

[ggn0gbm7qeyr3mfchw]

